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Protein bars remembered after screening
discovers E. coli contamination
Built Brands, LLC. of American Fork, UT, is remembering 4,196 specific bars of its “Banana Cream
Pie Puffs” protein bar due to the fact that of prospective pathogenic E. coli contamination. The precise
stress has yet to be figured out.
The capacity for contamination was kept in mind after regular screening by a third-party lab found the
existence of E. coli.
The remembered item was dispersed across the country to 1,049 possible clients through mail orders
and would have been gotten by consumers after June 6, 2022.
Recalled item:
The item is available in a 40 gram plan marked with lot # D22151011 on the exterior of the
wrapper.
Since the publishing of this recall, no health problems have actually been reported in connection with
this item.
Customers need to not consume this item as it might position a major health threat.
About E. coli infections
Anyone who has actually established signs of E. coli infection must look for medical attention and
inform their medical professional about their possible gastrointestinal disorder. Particular tests are
needed to identify the infections, which can imitate other health problems.
The signs of E. coli infections differ for each individual however typically consist of serious stomach
cramps and diarrhea, which is typically bloody. Some clients might likewise have a fever. Many clients
recuperate within 5 to 7 days. Others can establish serious or dangerous signs and problems,
according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
About 5 to 10 percent of those detected with E. coli infections establish a possibly lethal kidney failure
problem, referred to as a hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS). Signs of HUS consist of fever, stomach
discomfort, feeling really exhausted, reduced frequency of urination, little inexplicable contusions or
bleeding, and pallor.
Many individuals with HUS recuperate within a couple of weeks, however some suffer irreversible
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injuries or death. This condition can take place amongst individuals of any age however is most
typical in kids more youthful than 5 years of ages due to the fact that of their immature body immune
systems, older grownups due to the fact that of weakening body immune systems, and individuals
with jeopardized body immune systems such as cancer clients.
People who experience HUS signs ought to instantly look for emergency situation treatment.
Individuals with HUS will likely be hospitalized due to the fact that the condition can trigger other
major and continuous issues such as high blood pressure, persistent kidney illness, mental
retardation, and neurologic issues.
( To register for a complimentary membership to Food Safety News, click on this link)
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